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life. Andrews does not go into much detail about this work, re- 
ferring the interested readers to his publication, "An Introduc- 
tion to Ramanujan's 'Lost' Notebook," American Mathematical 
Monthly 86 (19791, 89-108. 
The third biographical essay was the one I found most inter- 
esting. Andrews here discusses the life of L. J. Rogers, and 
apparently first-rate mathematician whose works are only now 
receiving the attention they deserve. From Andrews' account, a 
study of Rogers' life and work might lead to interesting results 
both in the sociology of science (why was his work neglected?) and 
in mathematics itself. 
The mathematical portion of the last essay is devoted to a 
study of six identities which are among those first found by 
Rogers and discovered independently by Ramanujan. Andrews again 
uses combinatorial tools and, in particular, the Durfee square 
to prove a result in partition theory deduced from false theta 
series. He also gives several other results of the same type 
and calls for further study of the false theta functions and 
other aspects of Rogers' neglected work, including his papers in 
invariant theory. 
This book is an excellent example of expository writing in 
mathematics. The historical and mathematical portions complement 
each other nicely, and while it is aimed at mathematicians, anyone 
interested in mathematics in a historic framework will enjoy it. 
It is very clearly written and would be accessible to any advanced 
undergraduate students for whom it would be an excellent inde- 
pendent reading project. If the quality of publications by the 
New Zealand Mathematical Society remains this high, we will be 
fortunate indeed. 
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EUROPEAN LANGUAGES. Edited by A. Y. al-Hassan, G. Karmi, and 
N. Nanmum. Aleppo (Institute for the History of Arabic 
Science); 1978. 365 pp. 
Reviewed by David Pingree 
Brown University, Providence, RI 02912 
The new Institute for the History of Arabic Science at Aleppo 
has already in its short life held two International Symposia 
and published a number of editions of Arabic scientific texts 
as well as three volumes of the Journal for the History of Arabic 
Science--a most commendable achievement. The book under review 
is yet another of the Institute's contributions to its field-- 
one, however, which we welcome perhaps more for its promise than 
for its accomplishment. 
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The scholarly papers in European languages (mostly English) that 
were delivered at the Symposium are divided in this publication 
into four categories. The first, "Basic Sciences" (pp. 29-192), 
includes almost everything: alchemy, astrology, astronomy, bio- 
logy, botany, geology, linguistics, mathematics, optics, and phy- 
sics. It is not apparent, then, why there should be separate 
sections for "Engineering, Technology and Agriculture" (pp. 193- 
2761, "Medicine" (pp. 269-357), and especially, “Sociology” (pp. 
361-365); this last section comprises just one article. Included 
in the volume are brief summaries (usually one or two pages) of 
the papers delivered in Arabic; unfortunately, in general they 
do not reveal a level of historical insight and intellectual 
sophistication that would make one enthusiastic about reading 
the originals. 
The articles that a historian of mathematics should be aware 
of include the following: 
H. Hermelink, "Arabic Recreational Mathematics as a Mirror of 
Age-Old Cultural Relations between Eastern and Western Civiliza- 
tions" (pp. 44-52), in which some fascinating examples of the 
spread of problems intended to make mathematics interesting to 
students from Greece, Armenia, China, and India to Islam and the 
West are studied. The extension of this investigation should do 
much to clarify the transmission of mathematics in antiquity and 
the medieval period. 
E. S. Kennedy, "The Motivation of al-Biruni's Second Order 
Interpolation Scheme" (pp. 67-71). Kennedy discusses the schemes 
in Al-QSnun al-Mas?idI and that in Brahmagupta's Khandakhadyaka. 
Had he consulted B. Chaterjee's edition of the latter'work (2 
vols., Calcutta, 1970), in which the verse on second-order inter- 
polation is Uttarakhandakhadyaka 1, 4, he would have realized 
that the problem that he perceives in Sengupta's translation is 
illusory. 
D. A. King, "Astronomical Timekeeping in Fourteenth-Century 
Syria" (pp. 75-84), in which the tables of al-Mizz?, Ibn al-Shatir, 
al-Karaki, and al-Khalil? are described. The article is illu- 
strated by nine plates displaying sections of some of the tables 
compiled by these men. 
R. Lemay, "Origin and Success of the Kit& Thamara of Abii 
JaCfar A$ad ibn Yiisuf ibn Ibrshim" (pp. 91-107). Lemay makes a 
strong case for his theory that the pseudo-Ptolemaic Centiloquium 
was written by Ahmad ibn YiXsuf in about 922 in Cairo. One perhaps 
should suspend final judgment, however, until it is certain that 
the Arabic astrological compendia of the ninth century do not con- 
tain citations from this work. 
A. H. Saidan, "Number Theory and Series Summations in Two 
Arabic Texts" (pp. 145-163). The two texts are Al-Takmila f? 
al-+isZb of Ibn Tahir (who died in 1037) and the Mar%sim 
al-intis;ib f? Cilm al-$isZb composed by al-Umawi in the fourteenth 
century. For Indian methods of summing series Saidan has looked 
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only at Aryabhata and gripati; the material in Brahmagupta's 
BrZhmasphutasiddhZnta is more likely to have been known to the 
Arabs, if it was India that influenced their work in this field 
(Saidan leans toward the theory of exclusively Greek influence). 
F. W. Zimmermann, "The Dustiir al-MunajjimTn of Ms. Paris BN 
ar. no 5968" (pp. 184-192). Zimmermann argues that this intri- 
guing Isrn?c?li astronomical and astrological text was composed 
in Syria in the late eleventh century. He fails to note its use 
of al-Sijzi's Al-JamiC al-Shah: and the horoscopes of the be- 
ginnings of the reigns of four Imtis between 927 and 946 (D. 
Pingree, The Thousands of Abii Macshar, London, 1968, pp. 24-25, 
29-31, 39-41, and 43). 
Regrettably, one must remark that the book is blemished 
throughout not only by annoying factual errors, but by a number 
of misprints, especially in Greek words. But the articles noted 
above, and a few more in the other sections--notably those by 
T. Fahd, "Al-Filzha al-Nabatiyya et la science agronomique arabe" 
(pp. 196-220); D.-R. Hill, "Medieval Arabic Mechanical Technology" 
(pp. 22‘2-237); R. Degen, "The Kitab al-aghdhiya of Hunayn ibn 
Ishaq" (pp. 291-299); S. K. Hamarneh, "Ibn al-CAyn Zarb? and His 
Definitions of Diseases and..Their Diagnoses" (pp. 305-323); and 
M. Ullmann, "Die arabische Uberlieferung der Werke des Rufus 
von Ephesos" (pp. 348-357; Ullmann might have referred to the 
latest edition of the Greek text by H. Ggrtner, Leipzig, 1970)-- 
constitute real contributions to our knowledge and understanding 
of Arabic science. One hopes and expects that a larger percen- 
tage of the papers delivered at future Symposia at the Aleppo 
Institute will attain their level of significance. 
CHAPTERS IN THE RECENT HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS. Special issue 
of NIEUW ARCHIEF YOOR WISKUNDE on the occasion of the bi- 
centennial celebration of the Wiskundig Genootschap, 1778- 
1978. Amsterdam, Mathematisch Centrum, 1978, vi + 230 
pp. illus. 
Reviewed by Paul P. Bockstaele 
Katholieke Universiteit 
Leuven, Belgium 
In 1978 the Dutch Wiskundig Genootschap (Mathematical So- 
ciety) celebrated the bicentenary of its founding in Amsterdam 
in 1778. On this occasion a special issue of the Nieuw Archief 
voor Wiskunde was published under the title given above. It con- 
tains fifteen contributions devoted to the history of mathematics 
during the last two centuries, especially in the Netherlands. 
The history of the Wiskundig Genootschap is told by P. C. 
Baayen (pp. 177-205). The Society was founded in Amsterdam in 
1778 by four "lovers of mathematics" with the motto "Indefatig- 
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